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Abstract
Today, software applications are usually not written in just one programming language. In many cases, a general-purpose language such as Java is combined with multiple domain-specific languages (DSLs) for diverse purposes such as system configuration, UI description, or database querying. The artifacts defined in those different languages reference each other, often by name; in most cases these references are essential for the functionality of the overall system. This introduces problems if an artifact is refactored in any single language, since most current refactoring tools are not aware of language-external uses of the artifact. What is therefore needed is extended refactoring support across language boundaries. In this work, we explore the area of cross-language linking and refactoring, and present an approach and tool which we evaluate in a systematic fashion using automated renaming and unit testing on an open-source case study.
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1. Introduction
Arguably, any non-trivial software application today is a multi-language software application (MLSA) [2], i.e. an application which is written using multiple formal (programming) languages. We shall confine ourselves in this work to the combination of one general-purpose language (Java) with multiple DSLs. Such a setup is usually achieved through the use of frameworks which come equipped with a DSL, and which parse and evaluate the DSL code at application runtime. In this paper, we use the industrial and open-source frameworks Spring, Hibernate, and Wicket, which each come with their own DSL(s).

Using multiple languages in one project follows the "right tool for the job" metaphor. Expected benefits are reduced amount of code, thus increased development speed, and (ideally) better readability and maintainability of domain-specific aspects of the application. However, there are downsides as well, the most obvious being the increased mental workload due to cross-language links that must be considered in addition to the semantics of each individual language during development, program understanding activities, and in particular, refactoring. In fact, even the existence of cross-language links may make developers wary of changes.

As we have argued previously [3], we feel that overall the benefits prevail, and thus that automating discovery, management, and refactoring of cross-language links is a worthwhile endeavor.

In the following, we first discuss a case study in Section 2. Afterwards, we describe our approach to MLSA development automation, which is done in several phases with the end result of refactoring possibilities (Section 3). We discuss how we evaluated our approach in Section 4 and summarize in Section 5.

2. Case Study
We use the open-source issue tracking system JTrac as our case study. JTrac is a web application written in Java that uses the frameworks Spring (a dependency injection framework), Hibernate (an object-relational mapper with both entity definition and querying languages), and Wicket (a HTML-based UI framework), which represent a fairly good spread of DSL use cases. JTrac uses six languages: Besides Java, these are the Spring DSL, the two languages HBM and HQL from Hibernate, and the HTML dialect of Wicket as well as the internal Wicket DSL in Java.

Listings 1 to 4 show examples of cross-language links (Java, HBM, and Wicket) taken directly from JTrac.

The combination of Java with each of the frameworks separately already creates three interesting set-ups for investigation. Having all three inside one application leads to additional linking and refactoring challenges, since changes may need to be propagated across more than one language border.

First, the HBM code in listing 1 defines a persistence mapping for the entity Item and its property summary. On the Java side, this mapping refers to the class Item and a Java getter and setter method in listing 2. If the property name in the mapping file is changed, the getter and setter need to be renamed as well.

Listing 4 shows a Wicket HTML page in which an input field is tagged with the Wicket ID summary. This identifier is first only linked to the corresponding form class, which is shown in listing 3.

However, as the ItemForm class uses a bound compound property model, the Wicket ID is not only used as a cross-reference between the HTML input element and the Java-defined text field, but additionally refers to a property of the Item object given in the constructor, i.e. we have two additional links from the Wicket ID definition in Listing 3 to the Java getter and setter methods of Item.
To sum up, this example shows a total of five cross-language links across two different frameworks (Wicket and Hibernate) such that five artifacts are affected by a change in any one of them: As an example, whenever the wicket:id attribute value of the input field in Listing 4 is changed, all linked artifacts need to be altered accordingly: the string literal used as text field id in ItemForm, the getter and setter in the Item class, and transitively, the Hibernate mapping defined for the Item class.

3. The XLL Approach

Our approach, which we call “XLL,” for cross-language linking, has the aim of creating awareness and an architecture for supporting MLSAs within IDEs — specifically, Eclipse — in a comprehensive approach. We feel that existing implementations (such as the tool support for Spring, Hibernate, and Wicket) are focused on isolated solutions (mostly, linking and refactoring between two languages at a time). There are several reasons why we feel that a framework approach to MLSA linking and refactoring, where additional languages “plug in” to a generic refactoring algorithm, is beneficial.

First, as our case study shows, more than two languages may be affected when changing artifacts in a single language — even when starting from a DSL, and even if the languages are not directly linked. This can be supported by a language-agnostic refactoring propagation algorithm.

Second, we believe that the work on language linking has more to offer than just refactorings. Before we get to refactorings, there are linking errors and warnings to consider, and we may even need to refuse refactoring in case artifacts relevant for cross-language linking cannot be fully resolved (detailed below).

Third, there is already refactoring support out there, especially for Java, which can be re-used in an MLSA refactoring solution. However, we also want to be able to start by refactoring DSLs and thus have bidirectional refactoring support (contrary to the, e.g. Eclipse refactoring participant approach).

We focus our work on Java and Java frameworks with DSLs since examples of these abound, and their interactions are non-trivial. In our three example frameworks, artifacts are linked between languages either by name (ID references) or position (due to a parent/child relationship, or by index in an (argument) list).

The solution approach we use is a three-step process in which the steps build upon one another.

- **Language Models and Discovery.** The first step consists of discovering models from source code, leading to artifacts which can then be linked based on their position and properties.
- **Linking.** The second step is a pairwise linking process which investigates two models, identifying the framework-specific induced links between artifacts.
- **Refactoring.** Finally, our refactoring algorithm builds on the links discovered in the previous step. Based on changes to artifact properties, changes are propagated across languages until closure is reached.

Each step has its own results and benefits besides allowing the next step to continue. We detail the three steps in the following three sections.

3.1 Language Models and Discovery

Our aim is automating the process of linking identifiers in different languages; i.e. our approach is not based on manual identification of identifiers (as, e.g., in [4]). Instead, we opt for a model-based approach, i.e. extracting the code of each individual programming language into a model corresponding to a meta-model of that language, and use those model artifacts for linking (another option would have been just one meta-model across all languages, as done, e.g., in [5]). Meta-models and discovery routines are provided by language adapters for each individual language.

Such a meta-model of a language has been called a semantic model [1], which is a higher-than-AST representation of a language. It describes the concepts of the language — such as, in Java, the fact that there are TypeDeclaration which contain MethodDeclarations — and which ideally has all in-language bindings resolved (such as linking a MethodInvocation to its MethodDeclaration in Java), but is still language-specific. The meta-model must also be source code aware, i.e. keep the source position of each element.

Creating such meta-models requires effort; for our approach, we require one such model for each language (here: Java, Spring, Hibernate/HBM, Hibernate/HQL, Wicket/HTML and Wicket/API). For Java, such models already exist (e.g., MoDisco); we have created EMF meta-models for the other languages ourselves. The creation of a meta-model is not trivial, but should be no great effort for framework developers. There are non-cross-language benefits to such meta-models too: they can be used for other tasks such as metrics calculation or visualization.

Once a meta-model has been created, corresponding models need to be extracted from source code (“model discovery”). Effort for model discovery is very different depending on the language format. For example, Spring (in its base form) uses an XML dialect for describing beans and their properties. Such code is easy to read and extract. However, things are different when we discuss frameworks such as Hibernate and Wicket. Here, some of the relevant code of the DSL is fragmented and distributed in strings within Java code, and furthermore embedded in API calls. The identifiers present may be called dynamic identifiers since they are created within the control and data flow of Java.
It is, in general, not possible to find and/or resolve all identifiers in such a context. However, since Hibernate and Wicket are certainly much-used real-life frameworks, we cannot just ignore such identifiers either. Our approach to handling dynamic identifiers is similar to that of Tatlock et al. [6] in that we perform a static analysis of MoDisco Java models in order to retrieve possible values of argument expressions in specific framework method calls.

The capabilities of our implementation for finding dynamic identifiers correspond to an interprocedural flow-sensitive analysis over the domain of method and object environments, i.e. local variable and object field bindings to either object environments, strings, or custom entities. In terms of dataflow analysis, our static analysis approach uses standard transfer functions for application code (corresponding to the semantics of Java), and custom transfer functions for all library method calls (identity function for irrelevant calls and transfer functions performing environment updates and custom object manipulation for relevant framework calls).

From well-defined starting points such as all constructors inside WicketPage subclasses in a Wicket project, we perform a single pass over a block of statements following method invocations. Loops are handled by performing a single pass of the loop body, and recursive methods by skipping recursive method calls, such that our approach will miss dynamic links fabricated through looping or recursive program code. In the context of cross-language linking, however, this is no severe limitation, as every link must point to a corresponding static name in another language, and thus fabrication of names is not encouraged in any of the frameworks.

In both Hibernate and Wicket, the representation of the object trees created is an over-approximation of the parent-child relationships actual code executions can create. Note also that in case identifiers are passed in from the outside, we may know that an identifier was used, but not which one — this information is highly relevant for creating refactoring warnings (see below).

Although our approach to dynamic identifier resolution is similar, our work differs from Tatlock et al. in other parts. First, their approach focuses on Java and JPA queries, where it goes beyond what we offer (in particular, type checking of parameters). However, the type checking concepts such as query completeness and output correctness are specific to queries, as is the summarizing as regular expressions. The approach thus cannot be trivially transferred to other DSLs. Our approach differs in that it encompasses three very different frameworks and DSLs. We aim at a comprehensive, integrative approach with support for plugining in DSLs, bi-directional refactoring, and multi-language linking and refactoring support.

### 3.2 Linking

Having extracted the source code from each individual language into an easily accessible model, we can now proceed to linking identifiers from different languages. In [3] we have shown that describing algorithms for linking identifiers between languages is not trivial due to the freedom frameworks give to developers. Separating this step into its own dedicated phase, different from both model discovery before and refactoring afterwards, has proven to be very beneficial for us since it clarifies and precisely defines the linking problem as such.

In our approach, a linker creates links between two languages at a time, for example Java and Hibernate HBM (see Listings 1 and 2). The task of the linker is thus to investigate the input models based on the rules given by the framework looking for artifacts which reference one another. In the example, this would mean linking the HBM class artifact with the name Item in the first listing to the class Item in the second listing (considering fully qualified names, etc.). Other examples include linking constructor arguments by indexing to method parameters, Wicket HTML identifiers to Java strings (considering parent/child relationships), and so on.

All of the languages we have looked at have a strong hierarchical structure. In Spring, beans contain properties and constructor arguments. In Hibernate, classes have IDs, properties, collections; in Wicket, pages have components which may be nested. This structure is important for linking as well, since nested artifacts may only be linked in the context of their relevant parents.

Linking may also fail. That is, the linker code must include mechanisms for identifying if and where an artifact has no corresponding element on the other side of the language gulf. This may result in warnings or errors which can be presented to the user — a benefit of linking, even without considering refactorings. For resolved (successful) links, the benefit is enabling visual annotation and allowing navigation right in the IDE.

A linker is only ever responsible for linking two languages at a time. However, one language may be linked in multiple directions with multiple linkers, thus we can later propagate changes through the linked artifacts without requiring linkers between all languages.

Again, writing such linkers means effort. Of course, individual framework code already contains algorithms for these links, but they may or may not be readily accessible or usable in this context. A deep knowledge of the framework involved is certainly a requirement for writing a linker.

### 3.3 Refactoring

One goal of the XLL framework identified above was creating a generic framework for refactoring across language boundaries. Based on the links identified in the previous section, there is actually not a lot more required for adding this functionality. As pointed out already, we restrict ourselves to rename refactorings: We only consider links based on names (identical or transformed).

To enable refactorings, we need to be aware of the artifact properties whose change may lead to cross-language refactoring; this information is implicit in the algorithm required for linking in the previous step. An example would be the information that WicketElement.name is linked to MethodDeclaration.propertyName (where propertyName is the Java bean name of the property, i.e. without the get- or set- prefix). Given this information, we know which changes to propagate through each link. Thus, we can design a generic refactoring algorithm in the XLL framework which, given a single original property change from the user, can traverse all links from artifact property to artifact property until a transitive closure of changes has been reached. This leads to a number of artifact property changes in a number of languages which then need to be transferred — by language-specific refactoring routines — to actual text edits.

The latter task (along with forwarding a refactoring invoked by the user in the first place) falls again to the language adapters. Each language adapter is handed the artifacts and properties which need to change after the XLL algorithm has been run, and will invoke language-local refactorings. For example, if the name of a Java ClassDeclaration was changed, the Java language adapter will invoke the Rename Type refactoring which may lead to many text edits, a compilation unit rename, etc.

An example of a refactoring propagation has been given in Section 2, where renaming a Wicket identifier leads to renaming Java methods, which in turn leads to renaming properties in Hibernate. A refactoring may not always be possible: There may be conditions in which we need to warn the user about possible side-effects, or prevent him from executing a refactoring. As an example, the JTrac project contains a HQL query in which the name of a property is injected and is thus unknown to the model discoverer ("SELECT from Item i where i." + getName() + "..."). In this case, model discovery must store information about the non-resolvability of some property of Item. In refactoring, we must then flag all properties of class Item as potentially problematic,
Table 1: Refactoring Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Hibernate/Java</th>
<th>Hibernate/HTML</th>
<th>Wicket-API and Java</th>
<th>Wicket-API and WICKET-HIL</th>
<th>Wicket/Property</th>
<th>Wicket/Entity</th>
<th>Wicket/Widget Property</th>
<th>Wicket/Entity Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12/13</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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5. Summary

We conducted the following experiment which was on an existing framework for refactoring. The experiment was run on all languages under test, and the resulting changes were then executed in all languages, and refactoring between Java and DSLs used by Java frameworks; Hibernate/HBM, Spring and Java, and refactoring between Java and DSLs used by Java frameworks; Spring, Hibernate, and Wicket. We used the following experimental setup which was run on all languages under test, and the resulting changes were then executed in all languages.

4. Implementation and Evaluation

It is less of an effort to perform refactorings on Java than on a DSL. However, since we are using a DSL and are in the process of creating a model for the DSLs, the effort required is less in terms of producing the model. However, since we are using a DSL and are in the process of creating a model for the DSLs, the effort required is less in terms of producing the model.